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Mad About Dinosaurs!
Discover all your favourite dinosaurs in this rollicking, rhyming prehistoric romp. Meet silly Diplodocus,
larger-than-life Giganotosaurus, fierce T-Rex and many more in this bestselling picture book from the
award-winning creators of 'Rumble in the Jungle' and 'Mad About Minibeasts'
A popular volume in the riotous Mad Libs series lists a variety of incomplete dinosaur essays that are
missing crucial nouns, verbs, and other parts of speech that young fans can enter for hilarious fun.
Are you mad about dinosaurs? From food and fossils to herds and horns, this book is packed with
fascinating facts and key information for all young dinosaur enthusiasts. Ladybird's Mad About series is
all about giving its readers all the facts they could possibly need about their favourite subjects. Get ready
to impress all your friends with all your new knowledge!
Jane Yolen and Mark Teague's phenomenally best-selling dinosaurs are back, and this time they're going
to school
Welcome to a Steampunk wild west starring Doc Holliday, with zombies, dinosaurs, robots, and cowboys.
The time is April, 1885. Doc Holliday lies in bed in a sanitarium in Leadville, Colorado, expecting never
to leave his room again. But the medicine man and great chief Geronimo needs him for one last
adventure. Renegade Comanche medicine men object to the newly-signed treaty with Theodore
Roosevelt. They are venting their displeasure on two white men who are desecrating tribal territory in
Wyoming. Geronimo must protect the men or renege on his agreement with Roosevelt. He offers Doc
one year of restored health in exchange for taking on this mission. Welcome to the birth of American
paleontology, spearheaded by two brilliant men, Edward Drinker Cope and Othniel Charles Marsh, two
men whose genius is only exceeded by their hatred for each other's guts. Now, with the aid of Theodore
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Roosevelt, Cole Younger, and Buffalo Bill Cody, Doc Holliday must save Cope and Marsh not only from
the Comanches, not only from living, breathing dinosaurs, but from each other. And that won't be easy.
From the Trade Paperback edition.
When I grow up I want to be a . . . DINOSAUR! When one dinosaur-mad little boy pays a visit to the
dinosaur museum, a wonderful flight of fancy follows as he imagines all the ways that he is just like his
favourite creatures. With fun facts on every page as well as large tabs to pull, wheels to turn and a giant TRex on the final, fold-out page, Dinosaurs Do Too is guaranteed to delight young dinosaur fans
everywhere!
Cuddle up and share this feel-good book from the creators of How Do Dinosaurs Say Good Night?
An illustrated picture book offering a playful introduction to yoga through dinosaurs. The latest yoga
picture book from bestselling author Mariam Gates introduces children to the joys and benefits of
yoga—through dinosaurs! Triceratops, Pterodactyl, T-Rex, and others learn to bend, stretch, and breathe
through a yoga flow. Instead of being sad, mad, or frustrated when things aren’t going their way, the
dinosaurs practice yoga to feel better. The book features a parents’ guide to the depicted postures and a
glossary of dinosaurs at the back. As the creator of the celebrated Kid Power Yoga, Gates knows that
teaching children yoga sets them up for better habits of flexibility, fitness, and self-soothing. With
Dinosaur Yoga, kids can stomp, stretch, and snort their way to skills that will serve them for a lifetime.
Dinosaurs
Big Noisy Book of Dinosaurs
Mad About Minibeasts!
The Angry Dinosaur
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Mad About Dinosaurs!
The Big Book of Dinosaurs
How Do Dinosaurs Say I'm Mad!
Planet Earth

After humans leave the barren Earth for a distant star, the
dinosaurs come back to life and tidy up the mess that the
humans have left behind. The dinosaurs will only then allow
the humans to come back to Earth once they have agreed that
the planet should be shared and enjoyed by everyone.
"Enroll in Dr. Cosmic's class of clever monsters at the Mad
Scientist Academy as they solve the greatest challenges in
science, in this perfect blend of adventure and exploration that
follows in the footsteps of The Magic School Bus--reinvented
for the new millennium."-Why do volcanoes erupt? Where is the tallest mountain? How
does the weather work? Find out in this interactive book with
100 questions and answers, and 70 lift-the-flaps to explore.
Lift the flaps to discover Planet Earth's place in space, look at
the seven continents, learn about earth's magnetic field, find
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out about the water cycle, see the world's amazing habitats,
and take a closer look at hurricanes, floods and avalanches.
A further 18 Treetops titles in Oxford Reading Tree's series of
fiction with built-in progression for pupils aged 7 to 11.
Specially written for children who need the support of carefully
monitored language levels, the stories are accessible,
motivating, and humorous. The series is organized into Oxford
Reading Tree stages (from Stage 10 to Stage 14), with each
stage introducing more complex narrative forms, including
flashbacks and changes in viewpoint; descriptive
writing;extended reading vocabulary; and more pages, more
text, and fewer illustrations.Each stage is supported by the
Teacher's Guide, which offers guidance on using Treetops to
assess children's reading ability, and includes a variety of
activities, many on photocopiable sheets.
An encyclopedia of dinosaurs and prehistoric creatures,
containing descriptions of their key features, evolutionary
adaptations and details of fossil evidence, reconstructed in
stunning expert illustrations.
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A little girl is excited when her parents tell her she can have a
pet. But what kind of pet should she get? She wonders if a
baby dinosaur would be a good choice, and how she could take
care of it. A picture book for children, If I Had a Dinosaur
shares a whimsical story of a girl and her dream of having a
pet dinosaur.
From the author of international bestseller, Giraffes Can't
Dance, comes this feel-good rhyming story about a brave little
lion who dares to be different ... Leo isn't like other lion cubs.
Instead of chasing zebras and antelopes, he wants to make
friends with them. But can a lion who's so different ever fit in
with the rest of his pride? Learn how Leo's kindness brings
happiness to the jungle in this colourful picture book story.
Winner of the Red House Children's Book Award.
What did Santa use to pull his sleigh before he had reindeer?
Dinosaurs! Santa Claus reminisces about "the good old days"
when dinosaurs pulled his sleigh. The Tyrannosaurus rex
wouldn't stop licking Santa, the Pterosaurs flew too high, and
the Maiasauras ate presents when no one was looking! Santa
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thinks the reindeer are a treasure. But when he and his old
dinosaur pals look in on a little girl who's sleeping, he admits
that sometimes he misses "the good old days." Children will
love meeting Santa's prehistoric friends in Jerry Pallotta's silly
and sweet new classic. Beautifully illustrated by Howard
McWilliam, DINOSAUR CHRISTMAS is a Christmas like no other!
The Complete Book of Dinosaurs
See Inside the World of Dinosaurs
The Angry T. Rex!
Dinosaurs in My School
The Dinosaur Expert
How Do Dinosaurs Say Goodnight?
Cock-a-doodle-doo!
Dinosaur Yoga
Dinosaurs and All that Rubbish
For one little boy, a regular day at school is turned upside down. A
band of dinosaurs are there to wreak havoc in the classroom, but the
grown-ups can't see them! Can he convince the dinosaurs to behave? Ebook edition of the hilarious new picture book from the team behind
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DINOSAURS IN THE SUPERMARKET.
Rhyming text and illustrations present some of the ways dinosaurs can
play with their friends, from hogging the swings to sharing toys.
Join Mr. Tiffin and his students on a trip to a natural history museum
and learn all about dinosaurs and the scientists who discovered them!
Mr. Tiffin and his students are back in another picture book, and this
time the focus is on dinosaur-loving Kimmy. During a field trip to the
natural history museum, Kimmy is thrilled to share what she knows
about the Stegosaurus and the Archaeopteryx and even the ginormous
Titanosaurus. That changes when one of her classmates questions
whether girls can be paleontologists. Kimmy starts to feel shy. What
if they can't? What if no one wants to hear what she has to say? It
will take some help from Mr. Tiffin--and from a famous scientist--for
Kimmy to find her voice again. Join Mr. Tiffin's class as they learn
about dinosaurs big and small, feathered and scaly, winged and oceandwelling. And root for Kimmy, the dinosaur expert . . . who might just
learn something about herself.
Provides information on the physical appearance, location, eating
habits, unique features, behavior, and fossil discoveries of various
species of dinosaurs.
Illustrations and rhyming text explore some of the things that
dinosaurs might do when they are angry--and how they should control
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their tempers.
A collection of verses that introduce such farm animals as chickens,
cows, pigs, and sheep.
A Cute Children Book to Teach Kids about Anger Management.
No-one wants to play with the Angry T-Rex. But T-Rex could help
himself to be everyone's best friend. How could T-Rex do a thing like
that? Let's find the answers together.The Angry T-Rex is a story book
that promotes quality learning activities. Emotional and EQ of
children aged 3-8 years. Your child would learn how to control their
emotions.This story may be ideal for reading to your kids at bedtime
and is enjoyable for the whole family as well! It is a fun and
beautifully illustrated book with a happy ending that all readers will
enjoy. This is a charming children's story that is sure to become a
favorite.
A Cute Children Book to Teach Kids about Anger Management.
How Do Dinosaurs Play with Their Friends?
Mad About Dinosaurs
Ten Little Pirates
How Do Dinosaurs Say I Love You?
The Ultimate Reference to 355 Dinosaurs from the Triassic, Jurassic
and Cretaceous Periods, Including More Than 900 Illustrations, Maps,
Timelines and Photographs
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Dinosaurs Do Too!
The Dinosaur Disaster
The Dinosaur Who Lost Her Voice

Discover the world's biggest, most magnificent animals in this
colourful, rhyming picture book! Have you ever seen a squid that
weighs more than a car? Or a dinosaur that's as big as eighteen
elephants? Packed with incredible creatures, from the cuddly St
Bernard dog to the ferocious Siberian tiger, this bright, bold
book is perfect for young animal fans everywhere! With a short,
lively rhyme on each page, fun facts and colourful pictures.
From the author of international bestseller, Giraffes Can't
Dance.
Imagine if instead of getting the usual lollipop or sticker
everywhere you go, there was something bigger on offer…
something much, much bigger! This is exactly what happens when a
little boy accompanies his mum on a busy shopping trip. Just
when the little boy thinks he's going to die of boredom,
something very unusual happens… shops everywhere are giving away
a very special treat with every purchase ~ a free dinosaur! It's
a dream come true… except, what exactly do you do with these
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Jurassic treats? And how do you convince mum to let you keep
them?
Discusses the physical characteristics, behavior, territory,
life cycle, and different types of dinosaurs; how they became
extinct; and how scientists have learned about them through
fossils.
Describes the world of the dinosaurs, including plant and meat
eaters, defenses, dinosaur young, and possible reasons for their
disappearance.
Join all your favourite dinosaurs in this colourful, rhyming
picture book, from the author of international bestseller,
Giraffes Can't Dance! Silly Diplodocus, fierce T-Rex,
Brontosaurus, Stegosaurus and more... They're all here in this
bright, bold book! With a short lively rhyme on each page, fun
facts and colourful pictures (plus handy pronunciation guides)
this is perfect for young dinosaur fans everywhere. "Larger than
life dinosaurs, in full glorious technicolour... bound to become
another sure-fire hit" Books for Keeps Previously published
under the title Dinosaurs Galore.
A colourful rhyming picture book all about minibeasts. Come into
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the garden for lots of creepy-crawly fun ... Little ones will
love joining in with all the noisy sound words and looking at
the colourful pictures, as they discover all sorts of minibeasts
- including ladybirds, beetles, wriggly worms, snails and
munching caterpillars! 'Simple, cheerful and humorous rhymes ...
great fun to read together, and also makes a good introduction
to learning about the world around us' - Booktrust From the
creators of the bestselling Rumble in the Jungle and Commotion
in the Ocean.
Mother and child ponder the different ways a dinosaur can say
goodnight, from slamming his tail and pouting to giving a big
hug and kiss, in a picture book featuring ten sleepy dinosaurs
which includes the names of each dinosaur on the end papers.
Touch, feel, and hear the dinosaurs on every page of this
interactive, sturdy board book, packed with appealing
photographs, tactile textures, and exciting dinosaur sounds.
Noisy Dinosaurs
Dinosaur Christmas
Dexter's Dinosaurs
When Dinosaurs Came with Everything
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How Do Dinosaurs Go to School?
Mad about Dinosaurs! Mad about Dinosaurs!
The Doctor and the Dinosaurs
Barnyard Hullabaloo
Dinosaur Mad Libs
An essential encyclopedia for young paleontologists containing over 1000 visual
illustrations to learn more about dinosaurs and other prehistoric creatures. Engage in
amazing interesting facts about dinosaurs - the most awe-inspiring creatures to have ever
lived. The Dinosaurs Book brings you face-to-face with incredible creatures in fully
coloured images and realistic digital reconstructions. ------- Read More ------ The largest
footprints in history aren't just a footnote. Believed to have lived between 230 - 65 million
years ago, this ebook contains everything prehistoric from dinosaurs and flying
pterosaurs, to marine reptiles and early mammals, even prehistoric plants, some of which
still live today. Find out about great herbivores and ferocious predators such as the
Tyrannosaurus, Quetzalcoatlus and Stegosaurus. Learn about fun facts and recent
discoveries like the amazing uncovering of a 110 million-year-old dinosaur named
Nodosaur. Go on the journey of history's longest-lived periods of life on the planet. Find
out how amazing fossilised remains inform us about how they lived and how new
feathered dinosaurs were discovered. The Dinosaurs Book is filled with fun educational
facts that will answer your young dino-lovers curiosity and take a detailed approach in
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explaining the "what, why and how's." A Face-To-Face Experience With Amazing
Dinosaurs! Includes incredible images and hundreds of fascinating dinosaur facts.
Discover the past as you read about an amazing array of prehistoric life forms, dinosaur
fossils, what creatures lived before dinosaurs, the age of fish, early life on land, and even
explore which trees survived the Big Bang and are still with us today. Easy to read with
detailed illustrations that makes the ebook even easier to understand, this dinosaur
encyclopedia is a gem for young minds curious about prehistoric life on earth. The
Dinosaurs Book takes you on a journey through: -Before the Dinosaurs -The Age of
Dinosaurs -The Marine World -The Rise of Animals -And more! This spectacular visual
guide puts your young reader up close with amazing dinosaurs and other sensational
prehistoric creatures. Learn about new dinosaur names, where they lived, what they ate,
how they defended themselves, and much more.
Mad about Dinosaurs!Orchard Books
For millions of years, dinosaurs roamed the Earth. To see how they lived, peer through the
bushes, peek under rocks and watch as hungry dinosaurs spring into action.
An uplifting new commercial picture book featuring a disabled protagonist. Dinosaur Milly
Jo has a beautiful singing voice, but when a storm rages and brings down a tree, it falls on
top of Milly and she loses her lovely voice! But can she find a new way to shine with the
help of her friends? Brought to life with bright, commercial artwork from Francesca
Gambatesa which perfectly captures this hopeful and uplifting story.
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It's dinner time for dinosaurs!When dinosaurs eat their food, what do they do? This book
runs through the gamut of mealtime bad behaviour, satisfyingly concluding with
impeccably behaved dinosaur dinner guests:'Eat up. Eat up, little dinosaur.'A sure-fire
winner with parents of young children - it will be an invaluable help with meal time
manners.
Count along with the Ten Little Pirates in this action-packed, counting rhyme adventure!
The Ten Little Pirates are sailing out to sea ... But what will the Ten Little Pirates do when
they meet a singing mermaid? And a whooshing hurricane? And a HUNGRY shark? Part
traditional counting rhyme, part fun-filled story, Ten Little Pirates is perfect for sharing
together. Read the bouncy rhyming story. Count from ten to one and back again, as the
Little Pirates disappear then reappear. Spot and count the details on each page. And join
in with all the great sound-words! The Ten Little series has sold over a million copies
worldwide, and Ten Little Bookworms is a 2019 World Book Day pick. 'Traditional
counting rhyme given a jaunty pirate twist that kids will love... a rollicking read with an
easy rhythm and jaunty illustrations... excellent.' Guardian
The Dinosaurs Book
If I Had a Dinosaur
How Do Dinosaurs Eat Their Food?
Mad About Mega Beasts!
The Lion Who Wanted To Love
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Mad about Dinosaurs!
Dinosaurs Galore!
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